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The present study investigates the microstructural, grain growth evolution and 
densification of metallic samples using water-atomized 316L stainless steel powder 
printed by Jet-Binder technology. To achieve a high final densification, the relationship 
between temperature ratio (TS/TM), where TS is the sintering temperature and TM is the 
melting temperature, time and densification behavior have been explored. The green 
density of metallic parts printed using Jet-Binder additive manufacturing is very low. 
Therefore, to have higher density and better mechanical properties, sintering heat 
treatments are needed. During this process, sintering takes place by the atomic transport 
whereby particle bond together below the melting temperature.  The important 
variables of sintering include: the sintering temperature (TS) and sintering time.  In 
theory, the temperature ratio (TS/TM) will produce the highest densification value, i.e. 
 v 
98%. In order to get the higher density, understanding and control of overall 
microstructure is needed. By microstructural control is meant the control of the grain 
growth behavior sintering density and distribution of pores. During the different 
sintering stages, different mechanism will be discussed in this work. The major 
challenge was the control of the variables in the sintering process and its influence on 
the grain growth behavior and pores morphology.  
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
Additive Manufacturing (AM) is a process that translate the 3D model data into 
physics real product in a fast and easy way. A set of 2D data of finite thickness put into 
the AM machine, these 2D data in the AM machine that can be output in a layer-by-
layer to form physical parts.[ 1 ] 
The printing methods can be divided into two groups. The first one is material 
jetting that is during the process part of the materials are distributed from a print bed. 
Examples of this kind of techniques are: Selective Laser Melting (SLM), Electron 
Beam Melting (EBM) and Laser Engineered Near Shaping (LENS). In these processes, 
a small product can be completed in a very short time and have a fine microstructure 
due to the directly rapid solidification. However, this system needs to be used under a 
protective atmosphere to avoid oxidation and heat transferring. The working area is 
relatively small, which might not be directly applicable to large industrial parts.[ 2 ] 
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Another 3D printer process is the binder jetting where the binder is printed on the 
powder bed in order to form the cross-section part. 
Compared to Material Jetting, Binder Jetting has some distinct advantages. First, 
unlike other techniques need to apply heat source when using laser or welding to melt 
the powder, the Binder Jetting system will not have distortion by residual stress under 
heat. Second, the Binder Jetting system can print much larger components and is more 
cost-efficient. Third, Binder Jetting does not need a support structure, this implies 
shorter printing time and material cost-savings. However, the products fabricated by 
Binder Jetting have several shortcomings compared to Material Jetting: (a) poor density 
and surface finishes, and (b) substantial shrinkage during sintering. Sintering after 
printing is a common way to enhance the strength and densification.  
In this study, the Power-binder Jetting system called M-flex was used to fabricate 
metallic components using stainless steel 316L water atomized powder. The important 
variables that have been investigated included: sintering temperature, heating holding 
time and furnace atmosphere. The present research focused on the relationship 
between temperature ratio(TS/TM) and the pore-boundary interaction mechanism 
during sintering. 
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2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
 
 
2.1 POWDER PRODUCTION AND 
CHARACTERIZATION 
 
 
 
2.1.1 Materials Specification 
 
 
316L stainless steel powder is used since its good overall mechanical properties, 
especially good strength at evaluated temperature and superior corrosion resistance 
behavior, are suitable for a wide range of application. 316L type is an austenitic 
chromium-nickel stainless steel containing a small amount of molybdenum. 
Molybdenum is especially effective in increasing crevice and pitting forms of corrosion 
resistance. 
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The goal of stainless steel powder production is to control both chemical and 
physical properties, such as composition, particle size, particle size distribution and 
particle shape. Stainless steel powders used for injection molding are generally made 
by atomization technique. There are four types of atomization technique, made by gas, 
water, hybrid gas-water or centrifugal atomization. The two most widely used technique 
are water atomization and gas atomization, which always put together for comparison. 
 
 
2.1.2 Water Atomization 
In water atomization system, steels are melted in an induction furnace and allow 
liquid metal via a runner, flowing into a tundish. In the atomization tank, the melted 
steel stream is separated and rapidly quenched by high pressure water jet into steel 
powder. For low-oxygen-content powder, the tank is filled with water and purged with 
nitrogen to avoid air leakage. Fig. 1. show a schematic of a water-atomized system. To 
produce a “good” 316L stainless steel powders requires to control as low as possible 
oxygen contents and particle surfaces. The particle shape and oxidation are the two 
main differences usually investigated between water- and gas-atomization. 
  5 
 
Fig. 1. Schematic of a water-atomization system.[ 3 ] 
 
 
 
Since the heat capacity of water is larger than gas, the heat is extracted faster and 
the droplets solidify more rapidly in water atomization. Another way to say is the 
cooling rate in water atomization is higher than in gas atomization, which resulting in 
irregular shape and rough particle surface as show in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. Scanning electron micrograph of a water-atomized 316L stainless steel powder.[ 4 ] 
 
 
Even though the atomization tank has been purged with an inert gas to minimize 
oxidation, the powder still partly becomes oxidized due to the reaction as below: 
 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 + 𝐻𝐻2𝑂𝑂 → 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑂𝑂𝑦𝑦 + 𝐻𝐻2 ( 1 ) 
where M is metal element.[ 3 ] 
The particles will have more irregular shape and the particle size distribution will 
be wider than gas-atomization. In fact, the surface condition of water-atomization can 
also occur by the formation of oxidation surface. 
In gas-atomization, the major factors controlled the final particle size is flow rate 
and flow pressure. In water-atomization, particle size is controlled by water pressure; 
higher pressures produce finer powders and vice versa. 
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2.1.3 Gas Atomization 
 
 
In gas-atomization system, steels are melted in a vacuum induction melter and 
pass through a nozzle. Liquid steel stream is fabricated into small particles by high 
pressure gas at the tip of the tundish, shorten the distance between liquid metal and gas 
to maximize the energy transfer from the gas to the liquid metal. It can produce a 
narrower particle size distribution. The Schematic process of gas-atomization system is 
shown in Fig. 3. 
 
 
 
Fig. 3. Schematic of gas-atomization system.[ 3 ] 
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Typically, gas-atomized stainless steel powders are spherical and have high 
packing densities. Fig. 4. show a SEM of gas-atomized 316L stainless steel powder. 
Similar as water-atomization, in gas-atomization the final particle size depends on 
metal flow rate, gas flow rate (or gas pressure), gas type, nozzle dimensions and liquid 
metal temperature. Smaller particle size requires high gas pressure which need high gas 
energy and large amount of gas consuming.[ 5 ] 
 
 
 
Fig. 4. Scanning electron micrograph of a gas-atomized 316L stainless steel powder.[ 4 ] 
 
 
However, water-atomized powder is more economical and has faster thermal 
kinetics due to the irregular shape particle, enable to get the high density and high 
strength at lower temperature compare to gas-atomized powder.[ 6 ] 
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2.1.4 Binder Saturation 
 
 
Binder is a temporary glue for connecting powder into the desired shape and 
holding the particle in that shape until the beginning of sintering. Although binder 
should not affect the final composition due to it will be removed during sintering 
process, it is still important at the beginning of shaping. The saturation of binder will 
influence the printing quality which contributed the green density. The definition of 
binder saturation level is the percentage of volume occupied by binder in each layer, 
usually at range of 35-100%. 
A recent study focus on dimensional accuracy and surface finish in binder-jetting 
AM of 420 stainless steel. It was identified that binder saturation and layer thickness 
affect surface finish and initial green density; drying time had most influence on the 
shrinkage.[ 7 ] Another optimization study focused on print parameters effect on 
mechanical strength in binder-jetting AM of 316L stainless steel. It was found that 
saturation level 70% and feed-to-powder ratio at 3 has the best mechanical strength.[ 8 ] 
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2.2 SINTERING 
 
 
The effects of three sintering factors: sintering temperature, sintering time and 
sintering atmosphere, on the final density were investigated. The optimum sintering 
condition was proposed and conducted in the experiments. 
 
 
2.2.1 Overview 
 
 
Sintering is a thermal treatment for bonding particles into a solid structure through 
mass transport or diffusion process that occur on the atomic scale. The bonding leads 
to improved strength and a reduced system energy.[ 9 ] In general, to produce the 
sintering part with reproducible properties need to design its microstructure by 
controlled sintering variables.  Microstructural control means the control of sintered 
density, grain size and distribution of pores. The final goal of microstructure control is 
to become a fully dense body. 
The variables of sintering process can be divided into two: material variables and 
process variables.[ 10 ] The variables related to the raw materials (material variables) 
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include chemical component of powder, powder size, powder shape etc. These variables 
influences the grain growth and densification. The material variables are already 
discussed in section 2.1. Another type of variables is related to the thermodynamics 
(process variables), such as sintering temperature, heating and cooling rate, holding 
time, pressure, atmosphere etc. This study is more focused on the effect of the 
temperature and atmosphere on sintering ability of powder. To investigate more about 
process variables, we need to know the sintering process first. Sintering process can be 
divided into three stages: initial, intermediate and final. 
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2.2.2 Sintering Model and Densification 
 
 
Initial Stage 
Neck growth between contacting particles is an obvious aspect of initial sintering. 
The initial stage is defined neck size ratio ( X/a ) < 0.3. Where X is the radius of neck 
and a is the radius of particle. [ 9 ] During this stage the kinetics are dominated by the 
curvature gradients located near the inter-particle neck. Due to powder particles have 
complex shape and different size, it is hard to explain in a simple way. However, a 
simplified two-sphere geometry particle model is used to explain neck growth in the 
initial stage sintering. Fig. 5. shows geometrical model for two particles: left one (a) 
without shrinkage and right one (b) with shrinkage.[ 10 ]  
In Fig. 5. (a), the distance between particles does not change but the neck size 
increases with the increase of sintering time. In Fig. 5. (b), the neck size is increased 
with the sintering time increased and the bulk transport between the particles results in 
the shrinkage result. 
During the neck formation, to determine the mass flow in response to the driving 
force for the sintering mechanisms in the two-particle model is show in the Fig. 6.[ 11 ] 
  13 
 
Fig. 5. Two-particle model for initial stage sintering (a) without shrinkage and (b) with shrinkage.[ 10 ] 
 
 
 
Fig. 6. Material transport mechanism during sintering.[ 11 ] 
 
 
There are several mass paths in sintering, and two main mechanisms are surface 
transport and bulk transport. Evaporation-condensation and surface diffusion are the 
common surface transport. A weight loss by reacting with the sintering atmosphere is 
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an indication of evaporation-condensation. In most of materials the evaporation-
condensation contributions are small and can be ignored. Surface diffusion also produce 
a loss of surface area during sintering but no shrinkage. 
For bulk transport process, there are two main mechanisms: volume diffusion and 
grain boundary diffusion. Volume diffusion is active in most sintering systems, but the 
lower activation energy for grain boundary diffusion makes this dominant in many 
cases. Grain boundary diffusion is very important to the sintering densification of most 
metals. The inter-particle boundary provides a path. Generally, bulk transport processes 
are active at higher temperature. 
While both surface transport and bulk transport promote the neck growth, the main 
difference is in shrinkage during sintering. The surface transport produce neck growth 
without shrinkage due to the mass flow only at particle surface, Fig. 5. (a) shows the 
surface transport mechanism as applied to the two-particles model without shrinkage. 
However, the bulk transport produce neck growth from the internal mass sources, Fig. 
5. (b) shows the bulk transport mechanism as applied to the two-particles model with 
shrinkage. However, the initial stage sintering model for shrinkage is only valid for the 
first 3% of shrinkage. 
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The densification rate increased with decreased particle size. Because of the 
surface diffusion and grain boundary diffusion are enhanced by a decreasing particle 
size. On the other hand, coarse powders require higher sintering temperature or longer 
sintering time. 
Intermediate Stage 
The intermediate stage is most important in the sintering stages for densification 
and the sintered properties. The driving force is elimination because the curvature has 
largely been smoothed than the initial stage and surface energy decreased. During this 
stage the neck growth and X/a ratio increase. When neck formed between two particles, 
pore channel formed at the three grains edge show in the Fig. 7. Along the process of 
sintering, the pore channel will break and form the isolated pores. In fact, the pore size 
distribution and pore shape distribution are controlled during this stage. 
 
 
 
Fig. 7. Development of the inter-particle bond during sintering.[ 9 ] 
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In order to get the high density, it is necessary to limit grain growth during 
sintering. The rate of grain growth depends on the mobility of the grain boundary. First, 
assume no pore-boundary separate, the grain size versus time gives a relationship as 
follows:[ 12 ] 
 𝐺𝐺𝐶𝐶 = 𝐺𝐺0𝐶𝐶 + 𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾 𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑒𝑒 �−Ｑ𝑔𝑔𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 � ( 2 ) 
 𝜀𝜀 = 4𝜋𝜋 �𝑟𝑟
𝐺𝐺
�
2
 ( 3 ) 
where G is the grain size, K is the material constant, t is the time, Ｑ
𝑔𝑔
 is the effective 
model for pore-grain boundary, r is the pore radius and ε is the porosity. 
Eq. ( 2 ) shows the relationship of grain size usually increased with time. Assuming 
pore is attached on the grain boundary, this relation shows grain size will increase when 
the pores coalesce or porosity is decreased. 
Second, the densification rate during intermediate stage depends on diffusion of 
vacancies away from the pore. The rate of pore elimination can be expressed shows as 
follows: 
 d𝜖𝜖dt = −𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽Ω ( 4 ) 
 d𝜖𝜖dt = −96𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋Ω𝐷𝐷0𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑒𝑒 �− 𝑄𝑄𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘�𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝐺𝐺3  ( 5 ) 
where 𝜖𝜖 is the porosity, J is the diffusive flux, A is the area over which diffusion act, 
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N is the number of pores per unit volume and Ω is the atomic volume. 
Combined with Fick’s First law 𝐽𝐽 = −𝐷𝐷∇Φ 
 d𝜌𝜌
d𝐾𝐾 = −d𝜖𝜖d𝐾𝐾  ( 6 ) 
 𝜌𝜌 + 𝜖𝜖 = 1 ( 7 ) 
 𝜌𝜌 = 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 + 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖 ln �𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖� ( 8 ) 
 𝜖𝜖
3
2� = 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 + 𝐵𝐵𝑏𝑏
𝐾𝐾
1
3�
�  ( 9 ) 
where 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖  and 𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖  represents the density and the time at the beginning of the 
intermediate stage, 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 represents the conditions at the beginning of the intermediate 
stage and 𝐵𝐵𝑏𝑏  contains several geometric and material properties including the 
diffusivity, surface energy, atomic volume and grain boundary width. 
Eq. ( 2 ) & Eq. ( 3 ) show clearly the rate of densification is dependent on the grain 
size, density, temperature and time; however, the temperature effect is dominant among 
them. 
Particle size has a huge effect on pore size. The initial finer particle cause the small 
pore size, then the small pore will shrink by grain boundary diffusion and surface 
diffusion. As the pores shrink considerably, grain growth can be enhanced. 
The neck growth continues in the intermediate stage; however, the neck shape is 
lost and the pores become smooth and have an interconnected, cylindrical structure. 
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The driving force is the interfacial energy, including both the surface and grain 
boundary energy. At this point, the cylindrical pores collapse into spherical pores which 
are not effective in slowing grain growth and do not contribute to the densification. 
Consider the rate of diffusion, grain growth and pore motion are all related to 
temperature, it is the key of microstructure changing.  
As the temperature increased, the rate of the grain boundary motion increased. 
Grain boundary diffusion is dominated at higher temperature and allows faster 
densification versus pore coarsening.[ 12 ] Densification in this stage is dominated by 
grain boundary diffusion and volume diffusion. If the pore motion slower than the grain 
boundary motion, then the pore will break away from grain boundary and be isolated 
in the grain. Separation of the pores from the boundaries limits the final density possible 
for sintering. Furthermore, the formation of the pores or the second phase is expected 
to control the grain growth.  
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The intermediate stage is relied on connection of pores and grain boundaries to 
maintain densification. It is important to minimize separation between pore-grain 
boundary by temperature control or reduced the initial particle size distribution. This 
implies that a successful sintering treatment should be done in the temperature range 
where grain growth is inhibited or there is no significant grain boundary mobility. 
Final Stage 
In this stage, the kinetic is very slow and pores which isolated in grains are shrink 
by volume diffusion mechanism. The driving force is strictly the elimination of the 
pore-solid interfacial area.  
Grain growth forces the grain boundary to be curved, and increase the grain 
boundary area, thus it will contact with a slow-moving pore. A pore and a grain 
boundary have a binding energy, when the pore is contact with the grain boundary then 
total area reduced and binding energy decreased. Additionally, the binding energy 
increases with the increases of porosity and pore size, and decreases during 
densification. 
The dominant mechanism change from grain boundary diffusion to volume 
diffusion at the final sintering stage is due to the increase in pore size that results from 
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pore coalescence with grain growth. Pores shrink if the rate of volume diffusion is high 
and the rate of coalescence is low. Alternatively, the pore coalesced at a low diffusion 
rate and high grain growth. It is because the increase in pore size that result from pore 
coalescence with grain growth. With extended heating time, pore coarsening will cause 
the pore size increase while the pore number decrease. 
After intermediate sintering stage, the pores are rounded and expected breakaway 
from grain boundaries while isolated in the grains. When the pores are isolated in the 
grain, the final densification is strongly affected by the sintering atmosphere since the 
gas is trapped in the pores. A homogenous grain size and a soluble gas provide 
densification in the final stage. More details about sintering atmosphere will be 
illustrated at next section. 
 
 
2.2.3  Sintering Atmosphere 
 
 
The effect of entrapped gas in pore can be calculated for various experimental data, 
as shown by Yoon and Kang.[ 13 ] They calculated the final density and densification 
kinetics. When the pressure of entrapped inert gas equal to the capillary pressure of the 
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pore, the pore stop shrinking and reach the maximum density. Fig. 8. shows the driving 
pressure change during the pore shrinking.[ 14 ] 
 
 
 
Fig. 8. Schematic of pore shrinkage during sintering: (a) just before the pore isolated, (b) shrinkage stage, 
(c) final stage[ 13 ]. 
 
 
At approximately 92-94% density, the pores make a rapid shift to a closed structure. 
If there is a trapped gas in the closed pore, then the densification rate is controlled by 
the internal gas pressure. The gas pressure in an isolated pore is different to that outside 
the compact, pore is either extend by an excess internal pressure or shrink by an excess 
external pressure.[ 10 ]  
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When sintering in vacuum the compact densifies and all pores can be eliminated, 
but in atmosphere-based sintering the pores grow and become stable while grain growth 
continues with little resistance. Pressure in the pore decrease as it enlarges, allowing 
faster pore growth with swelling.[ 15 ] 
Initial pressure and initial pore size are also important factors for the densification. 
As the initial gas pressure is high or initial pore size is larger, higher density is not 
possible while gas is trapped in the pores.[ 16 ] The presence of a gas in the pore will 
also limit the amount of final stage densification. Alternatively, if the initial pore radius 
is very small (less than a few microns) the pore still shrink and have essentially no 
effect by the entrapped gas.  
The sintering atmosphere influences sintered bonding and densification. 
Accordingly, in real process, it is more complicated and a key to ensuring the properties. 
There are several types of atmospheres: air, inert gas, hydrogen, dissociated ammonia, 
nitrogen-based and even vacuum.[ 9 ] The initial atmosphere is provided heat transfer 
and remove the polymer decomposition products from binder. 
When the gas was trapped inside the pore, prolonged holding time at the sintering 
temperature causes a drop in the sintered densities and properties.[ 17 ] When the gas 
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pressure within the pores increase to balance the surface energy effect, no further 
densification will occur. This condition will happen when the entrapped gas is no 
solubility. Gas is trapped in the pores then gas solubility in the sintering material 
determines what happens.[ 18 ] 
For example, the inert gas like argon or a gas which has a low solubility in the 
matrix like water vapor, is trapped within the pores, then it will hinder densification. 
Indeed, swelling is often seen during prolonged sintering due to pore coalescence. 
However, if the entrapped gas has some solubility and diffusivity in the matrix, like 
hydrogen, then it will gradually diffuse out as the pores shrink. Trapped hydrogen may 
decrease the densification rate, but will not prevent complete densification.[ 19 ] 
There is an example by using varied atmospheres during sintering. C. Toennes and 
R.M. German sintering stainless steel in three different gas atmospheres: argon, vacuum 
and a cycle in which vacuum was backfilled with argon after hold for 60 mins at the 
sintering temperature.[ 20 ] Fig. 9. shows in the initial 60 mins of sintering the density 
curves are the same in three atmospheres; however, sintering in argon has lower density 
as compare to in vacuum for sintering times longer than 60 mins. It does not seem like 
due to a cleaning effect of the vacuum compared to the argon system because the initial 
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density is the same. It is more like that sintering in argon has a densification limiting 
effect when the pore becomes closed and filled-in gas. Argon does not dissolve in steel, 
when it trapped into pores the increasing pressure limited the densification. Fig. 10. 
gives model for the pressure condition of the different sintering atmospheres for a 
closed pore.[ 20 ] 
 
 
 
Fig. 9. Comparison of different atmospheres influencing the sintered density and grain size for a SS 422. 
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Fig. 10. Model of the pressure for different sintering atmospheres for a closed, shrinking pore. Arrows 
indicate pressure differences between pore and atmosphere. 
 
 
Fig. 11. shows another example of retarded densification where high temperature 
reaction produces an insoluble gas.[ 17 ][ 18] The data reaches the highest sintered 
density at about 1300° C when the open pores disappeared, but decreased at higher 
temperatures. It is due to the expansion of closed pores which have gas trapped in it. 
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Fig. 11. Data on the sintered density versus sintering temperature for a mullite LPS with a zirconia-
alumina additive.[ 21 ] 
 
 
Fig. 12. shows a final stage sintered density decreased during the prolonged 
sintering time for three temperatures. Indeed, the highest density is come from the 
lowest temperature, where evaporation is low and pore coarsening is slow. Because 
pore coarsening leads to a reduced gas pressure in the pores, and cause the porosity 
increase.[ 16 ][ 15 ] 
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Fig. 12. Final stage sintering data for ZnO doped with Sb2O3.[ 16 ] 
 
 
If the pore has a trapped gas, then it will influence the elimination rate of pore 
number. Pore coarsening works against densification, especially in cases where a gas 
exists in the pores.[ 17 ][ 22 ][ 23 ] In some cases, pore growth due to coalescence of 
the smaller pores, but also due to vapor production during sintering. In the extreme case, 
enormous pores as the gas accumulates inside the component to form a single large 
pore. 
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The effect of the sintering atmosphere is analyzed for final elimination. The 
elimination of the remaining pores is described by the final stage model of Markworth 
[ 24] as follows: 
 𝑑𝑑𝜌𝜌
𝑑𝑑𝐾𝐾
= 12Ω𝐷𝐷
𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝐺𝐺2
�
2Υ
𝑟𝑟
− 𝑃𝑃𝑔𝑔� ( 10 ) 
where r is the radius of pores, 𝜌𝜌 is the fractional density, t is the time, dρ/dt is the 
densification rate, Ω is the atomic volume, D is the diffusivity, k is the Boltzmann 
constant, T is the absolute temperature, G is the grain size, Υ is the mean surface 
energy and 𝑃𝑃𝑔𝑔 is the gas pressure. 
During final stage densification, several processes interact to affect the observed 
sintering rate. By assuming spherical pores, the fractional porosity 𝜀𝜀 can be related to 
the pore radius r and the pore density N (number per unit volume). 
 𝜀𝜀 = 𝐽𝐽 43𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟3 ( 11 ) 
Additionally, the pore density and grain size G are related as follows: 
 𝐺𝐺3 = 𝐶𝐶 𝐽𝐽�  ( 12 ) 
where C is the number of pores per unit grain volume. 
However, if there is gas trapped in the pores, then densification influenced by the 
gas pressure in the pore. In the situation of entrapped gas is insoluble (such as argon 
gas), will be pressurized by pore collapse. Assuming ideal gas behavior: 
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 𝑃𝑃𝑔𝑔𝜀𝜀 = 𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐𝜀𝜀𝑐𝑐 ( 13 ) 
where 𝜀𝜀𝑐𝑐 is the porosity at the pore closure (𝜀𝜀𝑐𝑐 = 0.08 in this analysis), 𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐 is the gas 
pressure at pore closure (usually ≈ 1atm). A combination of Eq. ( 10 )-( 13 ) gives: 
 
𝑑𝑑𝜌𝜌
𝑑𝑑𝐾𝐾
= 12Ω𝐷𝐷𝐽𝐽2 3�
𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝐶𝐶
2
3�
�
2Υ
𝜀𝜀
1
3�
�
4𝜋𝜋𝐽𝐽3 �1 3� − 𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐𝜀𝜀𝑐𝑐𝜀𝜀 � ( 14 ) 
This equation predicts that densification will stop when the surface effect is 
balanced by the pore gas compression. Fig. 13. and Fig. 14. show the calculation of 
densification rate vs. porosity and density vs. sintering time by Eq. ( 10 ), ( 13 ) and 
( 14 ).  
In Fig. 13. Its shown the result of a reduction in the densification rate when the 
porosity decreased in insoluble atmosphere. In Fig. 14.  is presented the elimination 
of the densification at the last stage is highly dependent on the gas diffusivity. 
Additionally, long sintering time allow coarsening by both diffusion and coalescence. 
Pore coalescence is thought to be the result of rapid grain growth.[ 18 ] 
The increase of porosity with sintering time can be attributed to tiny pores 
containing certain gas can coalesce through the matrix. When the pores thus grow, the 
pressure exerted on the pore by the surface tension of the matrix will be decreased 
because of increased pore radius. Therefore, the total pore volume can 
increase.[ 25 ][ 26 ] 
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Fig. 13. Densification rate vs. porosity for  
       95W alloy sintering at 1470°C. 
Fig. 14. Density vs. sintering time for  
      95W alloy at 1460°C for various  
       assumed gas diffusivities through  
       the matrix. 
 
 
Pore coarsening leads to a reduced gas pressure in the pores and compact swelling. 
Therefore, pore pressure decreases as the pore coarsens, giving a net porosity 
increase.[ 16 ] 
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2.2.4  Pores Migration Mechanism and Pores structure 
 
 
The pore can be thought as having a binding energy in relation to the grain 
boundary. This binding energy increase as porosity increase. Grain boundary as an atom 
source need a critical driving force for movement. For rough boundaries with random 
orientations, the critical driving force must be low. On the other hand, for the smooth 
boundaries with energy peak, the critical driving force must be higher than rough 
boundaries.[ 10 ] 
In reality, grain boundary is not an ideal source with no energy barrier but a source 
need to concern varies with the nature of boundary, the angle between grains and the 
impurity near boundary. Fig. 15. shows the relationship between pore stability, dihedral 
angle and number of surrounding grains in the three-dimensional structure.[ 28 ] As the 
dihedral angle increases, the condition of pore and grain relation is increases. In general, 
the pores smaller than the average grain will stratify the shrinkage condition.  
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Fig. 15. Conditions for pore stability: variation of dihedral angle for pore stability with the number of 
grains surrounding a pore.[ 28 ] 
 
 
Fig. 16. shows the microstructure transformation during the sintering. Initially, 
particles contact each other grow into necks. At this stage, pore structure is open and 
fully interconnected, although the pore shape is not very smooth. Grain boundaries 
emerge and the pores occupied the grain edge in an irregular shape, the system energy 
is lower because the pore reduces the total grain boundary area. After the initial stage, 
the grain boundary and pore configuration controls the sintering rate. At the beginning 
of the intermediate stage, the pore geometry is highly convoluted and the pores are 
located at grain boundary intersections.  
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Along the process of sintering, the pore channel will break and form the isolated 
pores. With continued sintering the pore geometry approaches a spherical shape where 
densification occurs by decreasing the pore radius. As the final stage of sintering begins, 
the pore structure collapses from an open, continuous network into discrete spherical 
pores. Consider the two extreme pore-boundary conditions, as show in Fig. 17. 
 
Fig. 16. Schematic of the pore structure change with sintering. [ 9 ] 
 
 
 
Fig. 17. Two porous microstructures during sintering. (a) Densification is associated with pores located 
at edge. (b) No densification is associated with pores isolated in grains. [ 9 ] 
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At the final stage of sintering, pores are present mostly at grain boundary and triple 
junction. Pores move together with grain boundary as the grain growth. If the pore is 
attached to the grain boundary and both move together, the pore velocity 𝜈𝜈𝑝𝑝  is 
expressed as 
 𝜈𝜈𝑝𝑝 = 𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝𝐹𝐹𝑝𝑝 ( 15 ) 
where 𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝 is the pore mobility and 𝐹𝐹𝑝𝑝 is the maximum inhibiting force of a pore 
against grain boundary.[ 29 ] 
Fig. 18. shows a schematic of pores migration mechanisms include surface 
diffusion, lattice diffusion, gas diffusion and evaporation/condensation.[ 10 ]  
 
 
 
Fig. 18. Possible mechanism of pore migration with a grain boundary.[ 10 ] 
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When pores are present at grain boundary, the net driving force of grain boundary 
migration is the difference between the driving force for the boundary without pores 
and the restrain force of pores against boundary migration. The boundary velocity 𝜈𝜈𝑏𝑏 
is expressed as 
 𝜈𝜈𝑏𝑏 = 𝑥𝑥𝑏𝑏�𝐹𝐹𝑏𝑏 − 𝐽𝐽𝐹𝐹𝑝𝑝� ( 16 ) 
where 𝑥𝑥𝑏𝑏 is the boundary mobility and N is the number of pores per unit grain 
boundary area. Combined with the Eq. ( 15 ), 
 𝜈𝜈𝑏𝑏 = 𝜈𝜈𝑝𝑝 = 𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝𝐹𝐹𝑝𝑝 = 𝑥𝑥𝑏𝑏�𝐹𝐹𝑏𝑏 − 𝐽𝐽𝐹𝐹𝑝𝑝� ( 17 ) 
and hence 
 𝜈𝜈𝑏𝑏 = 𝑥𝑥𝑏𝑏1 + 𝐽𝐽 �𝑥𝑥𝑏𝑏 𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝� �𝐹𝐹𝑏𝑏 ( 18 ) 
When pores are separated from the grain boundary, the pores are entrapped within 
grains and cannot be eliminated by sintering. Therefore, separation of pore and grain 
boundary is the limit of densification in sintering. 
From Eq. ( 18 ) two cases can be considered;[ 30 ] 
(i) 𝐽𝐽𝑥𝑥𝑏𝑏 > 𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝, 
(ii) 𝐽𝐽𝑥𝑥𝑏𝑏 < 𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝 and 
(iii)𝐽𝐽𝑥𝑥𝑏𝑏 = 𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝. 
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In case (i), system has a large number of large pores with low motilities at the 
beginning of the final stage sintering. Thus, pore migration controlled the grain 
boundary migration. However, as sintering proceeds, the separation can occur. If the 
pore isolated in grain, pore motion under the tension of a moving grain boundary is 
possible by volume or surface diffusion or even evaporation-condensation across the 
pore. It will be hard for the pore closed. 
On the other hand, case (ii) applied a small number of small pores with high 
mobility pores and low grain boundary migration velocity. The pores do not affect the 
boundary migration during this condition. When grain growth and boundary migration 
are very slow, the separated pores will reattach with the boundary.  
In case (iii), when 𝑥𝑥𝑏𝑏 is equal to 𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝/𝐽𝐽 in Eq. ( 18 ), the grain boundary 
mobility is the same as the pore mobility. The equal mobility condition on a grain size 
versus pore size can be calculated for many mechanisms of pore migration.[ 29 ][ 30 ] 
Fig. 19. shows the type of pore and boundary interaction on pore size and grain size.[ 30 ] 
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Fig. 19. Interaction of pore and grain boundary on grain size and pore size.[ 30 ] 
 
 
The minimum grain size 𝐺𝐺∗ is expressed as:[ 10 ] 
 𝐺𝐺∗ = �𝛽𝛽4𝜋𝜋3𝐷𝐷𝑠𝑠𝛿𝛿𝑠𝑠Ω16𝐷𝐷 1𝑏𝑏 𝑎𝑎2  ( 19 ) 
where β is a constant which is determined by the real curvature of the boundary, 𝛿𝛿𝑠𝑠 is 
the thickness of surface through which diffusion occurs, Ω is the atom volume and 𝑎𝑎2 
is the atom area. It appears that grain growth improved or 𝐺𝐺∗ increased could prevent 
the separation of pore and grain boundary. 
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The interactions between pore and grain boundary plays an important role in this 
stage. During sintering, the applied thermal energy affect pore migration and grain 
boundary migration. There are two possibilities for the interaction between pore and 
grain boundary: One is the pores are dragged along with the moving grain boundary 
during grain growth. Another is the grain boundaries break away from the pores and 
leaving them isolated in the interior grain.  
If the pores remain attached to the grain boundaries, then they can shrink. If pores 
are separated from grain boundaries will remain stable and resist densification. 
Accordingly, grain growth is detrimental to sintering since the grain boundaries become 
more widely spaced, have less proximity to pores, and often move faster than the pores. 
Indeed, rapid grain coarsening generates conditions where sintering prematurely 
terminates with considerable residual porosity. 
The way to get the high densification is preventing the separation between pore 
and grain boundary and gradually increasing in grain growth. If the pore and boundary 
become separated, the system energy will increase in proportion to the amount of newly 
created interfacial area. A lower grain boundary mobility decreases the grain size but 
also permits pore-grain boundary separation. 
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If two small pores become one large pore, reduce the total surface area, and the 
total free energy of the system decreases. Similarly, when a pore passes through the 
interior of the grain to a grain boundary, free energy is required to move the boundary 
away from the pore. [ 27 ]  
The coarsening of internal pores in grains can occur either by volume diffusion 
between pores or reattach to boundary and coarsening by the pores coalescence on it. 
During the grain growth, the internal pores are consequently reattached to a grain 
boundary. Reattachment is generally favored because the initially separated pores are 
likely to separate from the disappearing grain, the increasing driving force as show in 
Fig. 20. (A). [ 32 ] One form of internal pore is separated from the boundary of 
disappearing grain. As the pore separation from the boundaries of disappearing grains, 
the grain-boundary area decrease, thus decrease the mobility of grain boundary. The 
slow grain boundary mobility cause the grain growth which accompanies with the grain 
size increase and the pores reattach the boundary and coalescence again as show in Fig. 
20. (B). In fact, the increasing of internal pore size is attributed to the grain growth. 
However, this assumption is established if the pore separated from a small disappearing 
grain is easier than the pore separated from a large grain. 
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Fig. 20. Schematic illustrating motion of pores attached to (A) disappearing grain, and (B) growth 
grain.[ 32 ] 
 
Sintering and coarsening both depend on the rate of atomic motion, as evident by 
similar activation energies. When heated, atoms randomly move from high energy, 
small grains to lower energy, larger grains. The large grains naturally consume the small 
grains. There are many factors influence coarsening event, such as solute segregation, 
pore attachment, precipitate or second phase drag, crystal orientation and liquid phase.  
Pores not on grain boundaries become stable during sintering. Then the goal is to 
keep the pores coupled to the grain boundaries. A pinning force exists between the pore 
and the grain boundary, even when it is moving. The magnitude of the pinning force 
depends on the surface energy and pore shape. The dihedral angles and pore size 
determine the chance of pore separation from the boundary during sintering. 
Coalescence occurs when grains contact with near coincidence conditions, so after an 
initial transient a steady state dihedral angle emerges.[ 16 ] 
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Show densification depends on the grain-pore interaction. The pore shrink if there 
are local vacancy annihilation sites free surfaces or grain boundaries, yet at the same 
time neighboring pores interact and undergo coarsening by coalescence or diffusion 
through the solid vacancy flow or diffusion of a soluble atmosphere.[ 16 ][ 33 ] 
The small pores will have more chance to be associated with the larger grain 
because of the natural affinity. 
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3.0 HYPHOTHESIS 
 
Sintering can be divided into three stages. 
Models for the initial stage of sintering 
Most models describe the initial sintering stage involving interface formation and 
neck growth between primary particles with no grain growth. Based on the two-sphere 
model, a lot of densification equations were developed and different diffusion 
mechanisms were discussed. Only grain boundary diffusion and volume diffusion from 
grain boundary to neck area were considered to contribution on the densification. At 
this stage, the pore structure is open and fully interconnected. The shape of pores are 
not smooth and the pores occupied the grain boundary area. 
Models for the intermediate stage of sintering 
Start when grain growth begins and grain boundaries form extensively but pores 
are still connected with each other i.e. pore channel. The complex shape of the pore 
attend to continuous cylinder shape and the cylinder shape will shrink during the 
sintering. Most densification contribution is contributed in this stage. 
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Models for the final stage of sintering 
As pores become pinched off and grain boundaries form a continuous network, 
the final stage of sintering starts. Thus, microstructure development according to the 
grain growth and grain coarsening mechanisms are very important during the final 
sintering.  
There are two possible outcomes for the final stage:  
1. When grain boundary mobility equal to the pore mobility. Pores are closed and 
become small nearly spherical shape, most of them located at grain boundaries 
where 3-grains or 4-grains corners. 
2. When grain boundary mobility larger than pore mobility. The closed pores are 
mostly isolated within the grains. 
In this stage, the density increase slightly but the grain growth rapidly. For the first 
one condition the pores remain attached to the grain boundary and move together with 
the grain boundary during grain growth, and pores will shrink at the end of the process. 
Alternatively, isolated pores located in the grains because the grain boundary mobility 
is too fast and breakaway from the pore leaving them isolated in the interior grain. 
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 Pores are become stable in the grain during the sintering, it will tetrad the 
densification. Thus, apply energy to the grain boundary mobility can help pore reattach 
to the grain boundary. When prolong the sintering holding time, the moving grain 
boundary will drag the pore in grain repeatedly. The pores will have more chance to 
shrink when located on the grain boundary. 
In real process, the sintering atmosphere influence sintering bonding and 
densification. It can be predicted that sintering in vacuum the grain size is smaller than 
the same condition in argon system. The pores can be eliminated during the final stage 
in the vacuum system; however, in atmosphere-based sintering, the pores which 
entrapped gas will grow and become stable while grain growth.  
The pores with entrapped gas will not eliminate the pore numbers due to the 
pressure in the pore. Additionally, the gas trapped within the closed pores, giving the 
internal pressure. The internal gas which assuming idea gas behavior, increases with 
time or temperature that swelling the pore. It will resist the densification in the final 
stage sintering. 
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This work attempts to verify the above views, and to suggest that in certain metals 
where grain coarsening easily occurs the sintering process should be conducted in the 
temperature regime prior to grain growth, that is below the temperature of grain 
coarsening. 
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4.0 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
 
 
 
4.1 GREEN PARTS PREPARATION 
 
 
 
4.1.1 Powder Characteristic 
 
 
Metal additive manufacturing process are transforming the metal manufacturing 
industry, particularly in those areas where traditional manufacturing reach its limitation 
of freedom and flexibility. 
The material used in this experiment is an austenitic 316L stainless steel. This 
material is a widely used steel because it offers superior corrosion resistance compared 
to both ferritic and martensitic grade. Type 316L contains a small amount of 
molybdenum for enhanced corrosion resistance [ 34 ]. 
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The water-atomized stainless steel powders of 316L with three different particle 
sizes were used in this study.  The mean particle size are 41µm, 24µm and 15µm, 
respectively. 
Before any printing was performed, the powder was treated at 195°C for 8-10 
hours to remove the water from as-received powder. 
 
4.1.2 Printing 
 
The samples for this study were printed using the M-Flex ExOne powder bed 
binder jet 3D printer, shown in Fig. 21. This is an additive manufacturing system which 
provides high design freedom and complex geometries without need of tooling. This 
binder jetting process is economical and creates functional parts with large load, faster 
speed and no support structure. Furthermore, various industry grade materials can be 
printed by this system, such as ceramics, stainless steel, bronze, iron and tungsten etc.  
This system has a 400mm x 250mm x250mm build volume inside a powder box 
and the build speed can achieve 30-60 seconds per layer.[ 35 ] M-Flex 3D printer has 
four parts: powder box, spreading part, binder part and software part. The powder box 
is a container with a mobile plate inside which can moved up and down. 
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The powder spreading part contains: a hopper where powders are load in, a 
recoater with a roller can spread powder into a thin layer and a heating system can dry 
the powder. The binder parts have a printhead consist of binder supply system and 
cleaner system which spray binder into the powder layer while printing, and swipe the 
printhead for cleaning at the cleaning zone.[ 36 ] 
The setting parameter in this thesis is: recoated speed of 130 mm/s, oscillator speed 
of 2050 rpm, roller speed of 250 rpm, roller traverse speed of 15 mm/s, drying speed 
of 17 mm/s and the coupon parameter is 0.5x0.5x0.2 inches. 
 
Fig. 21. M-Flex powder bed binder jet 3D Printer. 
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First, sent the digital model file to the 3D printer. Then, print layer by layer 
following a 2D thickness powder particles bonded with liquid binder to formed an 
object. Before printing, the powder box needs to be engaged in the system and several 
foundation layers are spread and pre-heated for the parts building up.  
The printing process can be divided into four steps: print 2D pattern, dry the binder, 
lower powder box and spread a new powder layer. Fig. 22. (a)-(c) show a cycle of 
printing one layer. In Fig. 22. (a) the printhead print the 2D pattern of product cross-
section on the powder bed by using binder agent. During drying step, shows in Fig. 22. 
(b), the water in the binder will evaporate and the remaining polymer will form a thin 
film to bond with particles together. After drying, the powder bed lower a layer and the 
powder can be load and spread by the roller in a new layer, shows in Fig. 22. (c) These 
steps will run as a cycle to build layer by layer until the product is finished. 
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Fig. 22. Binder jetting 3D printing process: (a) printing 2D pattern by using binder (b) binder drying (c) 
spreading a powder layer. 
 
 
After the product is rinted, powder bed is lowered to the bottom of the powder box. 
Then, the powder box is transferred to the curing furnace. The samples are cured at 
195°C for 8 hours to remove the binder. The curing furnace is shown in Fig. 23. This 
step increases the strength of the printed samples so they can be picked up from the 
powder bed easily. The surrounding powders assure prevention of the green parts to get 
distorted during the curing stage. After the samples are picked up from powder box, 
shows in Fig. 24, they are ready for sintering and it is also the green parts resulting in 
the final product. 
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Fig. 23. Curing furnace. Fig. 24. Powder box. 
 
 
 
4.2 SINTERING PROCESS 
 
 
 
After curing, the samples are ready for the sintering process to get the high 
densification. The sintering stage that was discussed in Section. 2.2, shows the 
importance of temperature ratio in densification during sintering. The analysis of 
sintering parameters is determined with densification, porosity and pores shape control. 
During the sintering, samples are in a 96% Argon + 4% Hydrogen atmosphere to 
prevent the oxidation. 
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The sintering temperature TS in this research was been chosen based on the 
following approximation: 
 0.91 ≤ 
𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆
𝑇𝑇𝑥𝑥
 ≤ 0.99 ( 20 ) 
where TM is the melting temperature. 
Table. 1. shows the chemical composition of the 316L stainless steel. Based on 
JMatPro analysis, shows in Fig. 25., the melting temperature of the 316L stainless steel 
is 1413.87°C.  
 
 
Table. 1. Chemical composition of standard 316L stainless steel. 
 Chemical Composition (wt.%) 
Elements Fe Cr Ni Mo Mn Si N P C S 
Standard 316L Bal. 18 14 3 2 1 1 0.045 0.03 0.03 
 
Fig. 25. Melting temperature of the standard 316L stainless steel by JMatPro. 
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Based on the melting temperature and the Eq.( 20 ) the sintering parameters are 
designed as  
 
 
Table. 2. shows below. 
 
 
Table. 2. Sintering temperature and time parameters design for standard 316L. 
Standard 316L 
Sintering temperature TS (°C) TS/TM (K) Sintering holding time (mins) 
1300 0.91 90 
360 
1440 
1356 0.97 90 
360 
1440 
1380 0.98 90 
360 
 
 
In this research, five steps of sintering parameters were designed as below, and 
plotted in Fig. 26. 
1. Raise the temperature from room temperature (25°C) to 350°C at a heating rate of 
5°C/min. 
2. Hold the temperature at 350°C for 120 mins. 
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3. Raise the temperature from 350°C to 420°C at a heating rate of 5°C/min. 
4. Hold the temperature at 420°C for 30 mins. 
5. Raise the temperature from 420°C to 630°C at a heating rate of 5°C/min. 
6. Hold the temperature at 630°C for 30 mins. 
7. Raise the temperature from 630°C to 1000°C at a heating rate of 5°C/min. 
8. Continue raise the temperature from 1000°C to desired temperature at a heating rate 
of 1°C/min. 
9. Hold the temperature at the desired temperature for desired time. 
10. Cool down to 1000°C at a cooling rate of 1°C/min. 
11. Continue cool down to room temperature at a cooling rate of 3°C/min. 
 
 
Fig. 26. Sintering process steps example for 316L stainless steel sintering at 1356°C for 90 mins. 
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For the vacuum sintering 
Because the green specimens after printed is very friable, they need some strength 
before put into the quartz tube. The green specimens are pre-sintering at 600°C for 
60mins and furnace cool to room temperature. After pre-sintering, the specimen is 
vacuum sintering in the sealing quartz tube. Then the same sintering process is adopted 
as that in the argon gas. 
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4.3 DENSITY MEASUREMENT 
 
The Archimedes technique was applied to measure the density for each coupon. 
Because the porous sample has surface-opened pores, use the ASTM B962 standard 
method to measure surface-connected porosity. First, weighted the sample in air, then 
slight waterproof glue is used to seal the surface and the specimen is reweighed. Second, 
the test specimen is weighed when immersed in water and its density calculated based 
on Archimedes’ principle[ 37 ].  
The specimen support for weighing in water is shown in Fig. 27. Take care to 
ensure that the wire does not restrict the free movement of the specimen and does not 
touch the container. The water should cover any wire twists and the specimen. To obtain 
the most precise density, it was measured independently three times using electric 
balance with ±1mg accuracy. The calculation of density ρ follows Eq. ( 21 ) below, 
where ρW is the density of water [ 38 ]. 
where A is the mass of the sintered part without glue in air, B is the mass of part with 
glue in the water, C is the mass of part with glue in air and D is the mass of support part 
in water. 
 𝜌𝜌 = 𝐽𝐽 × 𝜌𝜌𝑊𝑊
𝐵𝐵 − (𝐶𝐶 − 𝐽𝐽 + 𝐷𝐷) ( 21 ) 
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Fig. 27. Archimedes methods for holding the test specimen when weighing in water. 
 
 
4.4 MICROSTRUCTURE ANALYSIS 
 
 
4.4.1 Optical Microstructure Analysis 
 
Samples were cut by diamond saw, and were mounted in Bakelite. The mounted 
samples were ground using SiC grinding paper and polished using 0.05µm Al2O3 with 
deionized water. Before etching, observed the pores distribution was analyzed under 
the optical microscope. Because there are a lot of etching pit appeared after being etched, 
it is hard to distinguish pores and etching pits under optical microscope. 
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4.4.2 Etching for OM Analysis 
 
 
The polished samples were electrochemically etched in 10% oxalic acid. After 
applying the etching etched surfaces were rinsed with deionized water and alcohol and 
then dried. The microstructure analysis was made by optical microscope and scanning 
electron microscopy (SEM) using JEOL JEM-6510 electron microscope. 
 
 
4.5 GRAIN SIZE MEASUREMENT 
 
 
 
The grain size measurement was performed by image software, ImageJ, using the 
liner interception method (ASTM E112).[ 39 ] Instead of micrographs put the 
approximated number of grains. The measurements were done on 3 micrographs at 
500X magnification and on each micrograph 5-7 lines oriented in various directions 
were considered. 
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4.6 FRATAL DIMENSION ANALYSIS 
 
 
 
The fractal dimension concept was first introduced by B.B Mandelbrot in 
1973.[ 40 ] A fractal dimension is an index for characterizing pattern by qualifying their 
complexity as a ratio the change of detail to the change of scale. It is a method that can 
qualify the geometry of irregular shape.  
The fractal theory can well describe the disorder and irregular shape performance 
of porous material. H.P. Tang[ 41 ] has used the fractal theory in the research of the 
pore structure of stainless steel.  
A two-dimensional object can be divided into N(ε) small squares and each of them 
is measured by the length ε. Therefore, the fractal dimension D can be calculated as: 
 𝐷𝐷 = ln N(ε)ln ε  ( 22 ) 
In this research, the fractal dimensions were determined using the box counting 
method which has been proven to have higher calculation speed and higher accuracy 
by Dougan[ 42 ] and Shi[ 43 ]. 
To determine the pore shape distribution and porosity from OM images of the 
microstructure can use this method. By using the ImageJ program, one can transform 
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the OM picture to binary image, and start calculate the area of pores. The fractal 
dimension D and standard deviation of porosity can be calculated by box counting 
method. The process is show in Fig. 28. 
 
Fig. 28. Calculation of fractal dimensions with box-counting method. 
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5.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
 
 
5.1 DENSIFICATION RESPONSE 
 
 
In this section, the density for each sample is calculated based on Archimedes 
method and the OM images are taken to see the internal microstructure change. Area 
porosity obtained through the OM images are compared to the body porosity to show 
the mechanisms of pore-migration during sintering. Based on the Eq.( 21 ), the density 
ρ can be calculated by as follow: 
Since the theoretical density of 316L stainless steel is known as 8.00g/cm3, the 
densification can be calculated as: 
 
 𝜌𝜌 = 𝐽𝐽 × 𝜌𝜌𝑊𝑊
𝐵𝐵 − (𝐶𝐶 − 𝐽𝐽 + 𝐷𝐷) ( 21 ) 
 𝐷𝐷𝑒𝑒𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑎𝑎𝐾𝐾𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 = 𝜌𝜌8 × 100% ( 23 ) 
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The densification of the sintered samples are listed in Table. 3. 
 
 
Table. 3 316L stainless steel different particle size densification. 
Densification Temperature (ºC) 
Particle size (µm) 1300 1356 1366 1380 
41 68.41% 82.00% 83.00% 84.38% 
24 69.13% 82.13% 82.75% 76.88% 
15 73.89% 92.35% 90.54% 80.00% 
 
 
5.2 EFFECT OF SINTERING TEMPERATURE 
 
 
 
Fig. 29. shows the densification at different temperature for different particle size 
sample sintered in 96% argon + 4% Hydrogen. From the results for the standard 316L 
stainless steel, the highest density 92.35% appeared at 1356ºC for particle size 15µm. 
Overall, the finer particle size attributed to a higher final densification. 
According to the sintering theory[ 9 ][ 10 ][ 14 ], the final density increase with 
the increasing sintering temperature. However, in Fig. 29, the curve decrease at 1380ºC 
which means after 1356ºC increasing the temperature does not improve densification. 
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Fig. 29. Densification (%) versus temperature (ºC) 
 
 
To investigate the reasons why density decreas, the microstructure evolution of the 
particle size 15µm is given as an example in Fig. 30. (a-d). From Fig. 30. (a), a lot of 
large pores attached to the grain boundary and 3-grains edge. When the pores are 
attached to the grain boundaries, grain boundary diffusion is the main transport 
mechanism.  
However, in Fig. 30. (b) the figure indicates pore-boundary separation, most of the 
pore are small and isolated in the grains. The system energy is lower when pore located 
at grain boundary; when pore and the boundary are separated, the system energy is 
increased because of newly created interfacial area.  
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When continuing increase the temperature, in Fig. 30. (d), the pore become larger 
and appeared on the grain boundary again. The number of the pores does not decrease, 
and the pore size is increased. As discussed before, when sintering at high temperature 
the densification will be slower at the final stage due to the isolated pores within the 
grains. When the pore is isolated within the grains, the main diffusion mechanism 
change from grain boundary diffusion to volume diffusion which is very slow. Thus, 
the isolated pores in grains will limit the densification process.  
As shown in Fig. 30. (d), most pores are isolated in grains and some are reattached 
to the grain boundary which is the evidence of grain boundary mobility is too high at 
this condition. In fact, it will never get the full density when sintering at a temperature 
higher than 1356 ºC due to the pore-boundary separation and isolated pores can not be 
eliminated.  
From Fig. 30., another interesting thing is there are lots of twin boundaries 
appeared in the 1356 ºC and 1366 ºC, since twin boundaries attribute good effect on 
mechanical properties[ 44 ]. Small amount of twin boundaries appeared in the 1356 ºC 
as shown in Fig. 30 (b). When increased to 1366 ºC, large number of twin boundaries 
appeared as shown in Fig. (c). However, when the temperature was increased to 1380ºC, 
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the twin boundaries disappeared. According to the grain growth theory related to 
annealing twins[ 45 ][ 48 ], a twin boundary forms due to a stacking fault during grain 
growth. Grain growth is a process of reducing the interface energy, and the twin 
boundaries have a lower energy. Which means when grain stop growth the twin 
boundaries disappear. It can be corresponded to the reason that the swelling pore 
retarded grain growth, as show in Fig. 30. (d). 
 
Fig. 30. Optical micrographs of the 316L stainless steel (particle size 15µm) sintered at (a) 1300 ºC, (b) 
1356 ºC, (c) 1366 ºC and (d)1380 ºC for 90 mins sintering in argon. 
 
 
 
 
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
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During sintering, there are three possible interactions between pores and grain 
boundaries have three possible: the pore attached on grain boundary and retarded grain 
growth, the pore is dragged by the moving grain boundary during grain growth or the 
grain boundary mobility faster than pore mobility and breakaway from pore. Fig. 31. 
shows the process of grain growth versus densification and the schematic of pores 
migration. 
The first three schematics show the process of pore from grain boundary to internal 
grain with the grain growth. The last schematic shows the swelling pore and stop grain 
growth. 
As described in section 2.2.2 [ 33 ], when sintering in vacuum the pores can be 
eliminated during final stage. However, in atmosphere-based sintering, the entrapped 
gas pores grow and become stable when grain growth continually. Pore swelling due to 
pressure in the pore decreases as it enlarges. 
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Fig. 31. Schematic of sintering behavior for 316L stainless steel with particle size 15µm showing the 
grain size versus densification and the schematic of pores migration. 
 
 
 
The grain growth model that links the characteristic grain size G to the sintering 
holding time t shows as follow:[ 16 ] 
 
𝐺𝐺3 = 𝐺𝐺03 + 𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾 ( 24 ) 
where G is grain size, 𝐺𝐺0 is a starting grain size, t is time and K is the grain growth 
rate parameter. 
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The grain growth parameter related to the grain boundary mobility K is expressed 
as: 
 
𝐾𝐾 = 𝐾𝐾0 + 𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑒𝑒 �− 𝑄𝑄𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅𝑘𝑘� ( 25 ) 
where K0 is the frequency factor, 𝑄𝑄𝐵𝐵 is the activation energy, R is the universal gas 
constant and T is the absolute temperature. 
During sintering, the ideal relationship between grain size and temperature can be 
calculated as follow: 
Combine Eq. ( 24 ) and ( 25 ) 𝐺𝐺3 = 𝐺𝐺03 + 𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑒𝑒 �− 𝑄𝑄𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅𝑘𝑘� 𝐾𝐾 ( 26 ) 
Fittings of the experimental results plotted according to the Eq. ( 26 ) are show in 
Fig. 32. It can be seen that over 1630K, the grain size is larger than the idea size. Too 
large grain size is a reason that we cannot reach higher temperature. Thus, choose the 
temperature and controlled the grain size at correspond size can reach the full density. 
According to the Eq. ( 26 ), the relationship between grain size and temperature 
will influence by sintering time t, Fig. shows different sintering holding time influence 
on grain size and temperature. As seen in Fig. 33. grain size increases with the 
temperature increases. Grain size of the samples sintering for longer holding time were 
found to be always larger grain size than the 90mins. 
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Fig. 32. Sintering data for 316L stainless steel shows the grain size versus temperature. 
 
 
 
Fig. 33. Grain size versus temperature of sintering 316L stainless steel 15µm for different holding time. 
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The microstructure shows a progression from irregular shape approaches to 
spherical shape when increasing degree of sintering apparently. Fig. 34. shows curves 
of specimen densification and pores fractal dimension varied with sintering temperature. 
The specimen densification increases with pore fractal dimension decrease wholly. It 
qualified that the pore shape from irregular to rounded. The fractal dimension has an 
increase at 1380 ºC, it is because the pore coarsening and reattach to the grain boundary 
which increase the average dimension of pores.[ 47 ] 
 
 
 
Fig. 34. Variations of density and pores fractal dimension with sintering temperature. 
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5.3 EFFECT OF SINTERING HOLDING TIME 
 
 
 
Several factors can affect final pore elimination, increase holding time on sintering 
temperature is an important factor that will cause pore coalescence and small pore 
disappear[ 9 ][ 16 ]. The effect of sintering time on the final density can be explained 
by the following equation:[ 48 ] 
 
𝐹𝐹𝑠𝑠 = 𝐷𝐷𝐼𝐼 + 𝐵𝐵0𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑒𝑒 �− 𝑄𝑄𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘� ln(𝐾𝐾) ( 27) 
Where 𝐹𝐹𝑠𝑠  is the sintered fractional density, 𝐷𝐷𝐼𝐼  is the fractional density at the 
beginning of the intermediate stage, k is the Boltzmann’s constants, T is the absolute 
temperature, 𝐵𝐵0 is a collection of constant that depend on surface energies, atomic size 
etc. and t is the time. As the temperature reach a high level, small temperature changes 
can have large effect, while the time effect is smaller. 
From Table. 4. and Fig. 35. the specimens sintering at 1300 ºC in argon, 
densification increasing with the holding time increasing. The highest density shows in 
1356 ºC holding for 360mins. However, the densification does not change at 1356 ºC 
when increasing the holding time. As shows in Fig. 35., the densification data at 1356 
ºC are all higher than 1300 ºC. But, the 1300 ºC curve is still arising and the 1356 ºC 
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curve is remain stable. For the 1380 ºC, as discuss in section 5.2 the temperature is too 
high and can not reach the full density. Thus, there are some reasons limit the 
densification for 1356 ºC. On the other hand, if continually prolonged the holding time 
at 1300 ºC may reach higher densification. 
 
 
Table. 4. The densification of stainless steel 15µm with different holding time on different sintering 
temperature. 
Densification Holing time at sintering temperature (mins) 
Temperature (ºC) 90 360 1440 
1300 73.89% 74.38% 88.34% 
1356 92.35% 93.90% 92.21% 
1380 80.00% 88.10%  
 
 
 
Fig. 35. Densification versus holding time at different sintering temperature for 316L stainless steel 15µm.  
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Fig. 36. (d)-(f) show the microstructure of the 316L stainless steel 15µm 
specimens sintered for 90mins, 360mins and 24hrs at 1300 ºC in argon. At this low 
temperature, Fig. 36. (d) has larger pores area than high temperature Fig. 36. (a), and 
most of pores are located at grain boundary in faceted-shape. Increasing the holding 
time to 360mins, as show in Fig. 36. (e), some pores breakaway from grain boundary. 
Continually increased the holding time, as show in Fig. 36. (f), grain size increased and 
pore numbers decreased which contributed to the increasing of densification, shows in 
Fig. 37. 
Fig. 36. (a)-(c) show the microstructure of the 316L stainless steel 15µm 
specimens sintered for 90mins, 360mins and 24hrs at 1356 ºC. At this higher sintering 
temperature, most of the pores are isolated in the grains, as shows in Fig. 36. (a). 
When increasing 4 times of the holding time to 360mins the densification only 
slight increase. However, prolonging 16 times of the holding time to 1440mins, the 
densification is not change. As show in Fig. 36. (c), the pores are coarsening and the 
number of pores are not decrease which cause the density decrease. 
In the higher sintering temperature condition, during final stage the pores are left 
behind and remain in grains. The specimens which contained isolated pores have shown 
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that pore coarsening occurs by Ostwald ripening and a coalescence mechanism in the 
previous study.[ 17 ][ 22 ][ 25 ][ 23 ][ 26 ] The isolated pores entrapped with gas will 
prevent the full density.[ 17 ][ 19 ]  
Fig. 36. (d) doesn’t shows the twin boundaries. As the holding time increases to 
360 mins, large number of twin boundaries appear as show in Fig. 36. (e). However, 
the amount of twin boundaries decrease when continually increase the holding time to 
1440 mins, as shown in Fig. 36. (f). The grains grow as the holding time increases, 
shows in Fig., and the twin boundaries appear to reduce the interfacial energy initially. 
When the grain growth large enough, the twin boundaries will disappear due to the 
grain size become very large and grain boundaries disappear. 
 
 
Fig. 36. Optical micrographs of the 316L stainless steel (particle size 15µm) sintered at 1356 ºC for (a) 
90mins, (b) 360mins and (c) 24hrs. Sintered at 1300 ºC for (d) 90mins, (e) 360mins and (f) 24hrs 
in argon. 
(a) (b) (c) 
(e) (f) 
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Prolong the holding time cause the rate of grain growth increase to a point that 
grain boundary breakaway from the pore. In Fig. 37. 1300 ºC shows the curve keep 
increase, grain growth during increasing time which is the evidence that grain boundary 
still can move and pores will be eliminated.  
On the other hand, in 1356 ºC the curve remains stable after 360mins. It is because 
the pore retarded the grain growth. Compare to Fig. 38., the pores density also increased 
at 1356 ºC when prolong holding time to 1440 mins. All of these indicate prolong 
sintering time at 1356 ºC will not get higher density and even cause pore density 
increased. 
 
Fig. 37. Grain size versus holding time at the different sintering temperature for 316L stainless steel 
15µm. 
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Fig. 38. Relationship between pores density and holding time at different temperatures. 
 
 
Fig. 39. shows curves of specimen densification and pores fractal dimension 
varied with holding time at 1300 ºC. In this low temperature condition, the specimen 
densification increases with pore fractal dimension decrease. As show in Fig, pore 
shape from irregular approached spherical during the increasing holding time which 
decreasing the fractal dimension. 
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Fig. 39. Variations of density and pores fractal dimension with holding time. 
 
 
The grain growth kinetics was studies base on Coble’s model. For the systems 
containing mobile pores and in which grain boundary migration controlled by pores, 
the rate for the final stage sintering is expressed as:[ 49 ][ 50 ] 
 
𝑑𝑑𝐺𝐺
𝑑𝑑𝐾𝐾
= 𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷
𝑘𝑘𝐺𝐺𝑛𝑛(1 − ρ)𝑚𝑚 ( 28 ) 
where G is grain size, ρ is relative density, t is time, T is the absolute temperature and 
k is a constant related to the material and grain growth mechanism. 
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For lattice diffusion controlled pore drag: D=DL, n=2 and m=1. For surface 
diffusion controlled pore drag: D=DS, n=3 and m=4/3. Integrating Eq. ( 28 ) 
gives:[ 51 ][ 52 ] 
Lattice diffusion 𝐺𝐺3 = 𝑘𝑘1𝐷𝐷𝐿𝐿
𝑘𝑘𝜌𝜌
𝐾𝐾 ( 29 ) 
Surface diffusion 𝐺𝐺4 = 𝑘𝑘2𝐷𝐷𝑆𝑆
𝑘𝑘(1 − 𝜌𝜌)4/3 𝐾𝐾 ( 30 ) 
where k1 and k2 are constants related to the material and grain growth mechanism. 
Fittings of the experimental results plotted according to the Eq. ( 29 ) and Eq. ( 30 ) 
are show in Fig. 40. The grain growth mechanism was identified by comparing the 
correlation coefficient R2. A correlation coefficient of 1 would be an ideal fit to the 
corresponding mechanism. It can be seen that a correlation coefficient close to 1, and 
thus a good linear fit was observed for the lattice diffusion controlled grain growth 
when sintering for 90 mins and surface diffusion controlled grain growth when sintering 
for 360mins. 
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Fig. 40. 316L stainless steel 15µm grain growth data of microstructures fitted according to: (a) Coble’s 
model of lattice diffusion-controlled pore drag and (b) Coble’s model of surface diffusion-
controlled pore drag. 
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Coble’s model assumed concentric sphere diffusion model; however, Kang 
assumed that the volume of the material transport from the grain boundary to a pore is 
affected by the surface area of the pore. For lattice diffusion, the densification rate is 
written as:[ 51 ][ 53 ] 
 𝑑𝑑𝜌𝜌
𝑑𝑑𝐾𝐾
= 441𝐷𝐷𝐿𝐿𝜋𝜋𝑆𝑆𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚
𝑅𝑅𝑘𝑘𝐺𝐺3
(1 − 𝜌𝜌)1/3 ( 31 ) 
Integrating Eq. ( 31 ) 𝐺𝐺3 = 𝑘𝑘3
𝑘𝑘(1 − 𝜌𝜌)2/3 𝐾𝐾 ( 32 ) 
where 𝐷𝐷𝐿𝐿 is the lattice diffusion coefficient, 𝜋𝜋𝑆𝑆 is specific surface energy, 𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚 is the 
molar volume, G is grain size, ρ  is relative density, t is time, T is the absolute 
temperature and k3 is a constant related to the material and grain growth mechanism. 
In the case of grain boundary diffusion, the densification rate is expressed as: 
 𝑑𝑑𝜌𝜌
𝑑𝑑𝐾𝐾
= 773𝐷𝐷𝑏𝑏𝛿𝛿𝑏𝑏𝜋𝜋𝑆𝑆𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚
𝑅𝑅𝑘𝑘𝐺𝐺4
 ( 33 ) 
Integrating Eq. ( 33 ) 𝐺𝐺4 = 𝑘𝑘4
𝑘𝑘𝜌𝜌
𝐾𝐾 ( 34 ) 
where 𝐷𝐷𝑏𝑏 is the grain boundary diffusion coefficient, 𝛿𝛿𝑏𝑏 is the diffusion thickness of 
grain boundary diffusion and k4 is a constant related to the material and grain growth 
mechanism. 
In the case of surface diffusion, the densification rate is the same as Coble’s model. 
Fittings of the experimental results plotted according to the Eq. ( 33 ) and ( 34 ) are 
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show in Fig. 41. The grain growth mechanism was identified by comparing the 
correlation coefficient R2. A correlation coefficient of 1 would be an ideal fit to the 
corresponding mechanism. It can be seen that a correlation coefficient close to 1, and 
thus a good linear fit was observed for the lattice diffusion controlled grain growth 
when sintering for 360mins and grain boundary diffusion controlled grain growth when 
sintering for 90mins. 
Experimental on grain growth and densification kinetic of the microstructure 
shows that for 316L stainless steel 15µm sintering 90mins, the surface diffusion 
controlled pore dragged grain boundary migration and grain boundary diffusion 
controlled the grain growth kinetic. On the other hand, for sintering 360mins, lattice 
diffusion controlled the pore dragged grain boundary migration and lattice diffusion 
controlled the grain growth kinetic. 
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Fig. 41. 316L stainless steel 15µm grain growth data of microstructure fitted according to: (a) Kang’s 
model of lattice diffusion controlled densification and (b) Kang’s model of grain boundary 
diffusion controlled densification. 
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The experimental data works on densification and grain growth, shows that 
Coble’s model for grain growth and Kang’s model for densification all fits good for the 
results. For the 90mins, the grain boundary diffusion controlled grain growth and pore 
migration. For the 360mins, the lattice diffusion controlled grain growth and pore 
migration. 
 
 
5.4 EFFECT OF SINTERING ATMOSPHERE 
 
 
 
Sintering in a vacuum system can eliminate the pore gas pressure effect, giving 
rapid and complete densification.[ 18 ] From Table. 5. and Fig. 42., in a vacuum system 
leads 10% higher densification than in argon system when sintering at same 
temperature (1300 ºC). Compare the particle size effect, vacuum system has the same 
result as argon system that 15µm particle size has the highest density, as shows in Fig. 
42. 
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Table. 5. Densification of sintering at 1300 ºC for 90mins in different atmosphere with different particle 
size. 
Densification Atmosphere 
Particle size (µm) Vacuum Argon 
41 80.86% 68.41% 
24 84.63% 69.13% 
15 88.14% 73.41% 
 
 
 
Fig. 42. Comparison of vacuum and argon atmosphere influencing the densification with different 
particle size. 
 
 
Fig. 43. show the microstructure of sintering in different atmosphere. Fig. 43. (a)-
(c) are sintering in vacuum system the pore area is less than Fig. 43. (d)-(f) which 
sintering in argon gas system. The size and number of pores of the part which is 
sintering in vacuum are smaller than sintering in argon. Since no gas is trapped in the 
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pores during sintering in vacuum, a higher density can be obtained. At this same lower 
temperature (1300 ºC), there are small amount of twin boundaries appeared when in 
vacuum. 
Fig. 43. (d)-(f) are sintering in argon gas, pores area is bigger and form a channel 
along the grain boundary. The channel of pores retarded grain form, the shape of grain 
are mostly irregular and grain boundaries are unclear. As the previous study[ 54 ], 
sintering in argon will trap gas inside the pores, slow the rate of pore shrinkage and this 
will hinder densification. 
 
 
 
Fig. 43. Optical micrographs of the 316L stainless steel sintering at 1300 ºC for 90 mins in different 
atmosphere (a-c) vacuum and (d-f) argon; with different particle size (a) 15µm, (b)24µm, (c)41µm, 
(d)15µm, (e)24µm and (f)41µm. 
 
  
(a) (b) (c) 
(d) (e) (f) 
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS 
 
 
 
This study investigated the variables of sintering. Four variables (particle size, 
sintering temperature, holding time at sintering temperature and sintering atmosphere) 
were designed to achieve the full density. The conclusions from the study can be 
summarized in several points: 
1. The particle size 15µm showed the best densification after sintering. Since finer 
particle has initially smaller pore size which shrink easily. Both argon system and 
vacuum system exhibited this phenomenon. 
2. The highest densification achieved was 93.90% in this study when 316L stainless 
steel sintering at 1356 ºC for 360 mins. However, 1356 ºC is too high according to 
the results. Since densification is limit at 1356 ºC even increase holding time, the 
best sintering temperature for this method need to set between 1300ºC and 1356ºC. 
3. Grain boundary diffusion plays an important role during the sintering process. If 
the pore and boundary separated means the grain boundary mobility is too fast 
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which was correspond to the temperature is too high. Since the separation of pore-
boundary will prevent the full density. For this purpose, it needs to control the grain 
boundary mobility and the rate of grain growth. In addition, find the appropriate 
sintering temperature and prolong the holding time will achieve the full 
densification. 
4. Beside pore migration control, pore size and shape control also very important. In 
this research, pore from irregular shape to spherical shape when increase the 
sintering temperature. In fact, temperature is an important factor to control the pore 
shape. On the other hand, pore size generally decrease when increase the 
temperature; and decrease or remain stable when increase the holing time. Normally, 
small pores coalescence together into large pore, thus increase pore size and 
decrease pore numbers will cause densification increase. However, due to the 
entrapped gas in closed pore, the pore coarsening without the number decrease 
when prolonged the holding time. 
Sintering in the argon gas cause the gas entrapped in the closed pore which 
increase the pressure in the pore and prevent the pore shrinkage. Then, sintering in the 
vacuum condition may reach the full density easier than sintering in the argon gas. At 
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same temperature and same holding time, sintering in vacuum reach higher 
densification than sintering in argon. Additionally, it can be predicted that full density 
condition can be reached at lower temperature and less holding time. 
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7.0 FUTURE WORK 
 
 
 
In this study, the effect of sintering varies on sintering behavior are being 
investigated. Additional works need to be done to continue developing the best sintering 
condition to reach the full density for 316L stainless steel. 
In order to get higher densification, the sintering temperature needs between 1300 
ºC and 1356 ºC. Since the densification stop at 1356 ºC when increasing the temperature. 
Another factor of sintering is time, holding time need to extend at 1300 ºC. Due to the 
densification is still increasing during the prolong sintering time.  
Also, controlled atmospheres that prevent the pore trapped gas. Sintering in 
vacuum system is a worth try for reaching full density. However, the present system 
can not sinter in vacuum condition higher than 1320 ºC due to the quartz tube will 
collapse. Therefore, build a new vacuum system with a sealed chamber which can 
afford high temperature and a pumping mechanism continuously extracting evolved 
vapors is needed. 
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